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Abstract
Using ultrafast magneto-optic sampling microscopy, we investigate the spin-wave dispersion and
spin-wave damping in yttrium-iron-garnet films. With the aid of the inhomogeneous magnetic field
generated by coplanar waveguides spin-waves are excited at a fixed frequency while the wavelength
is determined by the external magnetic field. By imaging the excited spin-waves and mapping the
dispersion we identify a method to determine the damping of the uniform mode locally. The group
velocity approaches zero in the vicinity of an avoided crossing of different spin-wave modes. A
local Gilbert damping parameter is extracted for spin-waves with finite wave vector and the result
is in good agreement with the local measurement for the uniform mode. Resonance linewidths
are much narrower compared to inductive ferromagnetic resonance measurements performed on
the same sample indicating that in the linewidth is limited by inhomogeneous properties in the
inductive measurement.
b Contribution of NIST, not subject to Copyright
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In recent years, spin-wave propagation and its control have been intensely studied topic
[1, 2]. In parallel, it has been demonstrated that spin-waves may be used to transport
heat [3] and angular momentum [4]. In many of these experiments, yttrium-iron-garnet
(YIG) has proven to be a valuable material. The insulating properties of YIG where used
in YIG/metal hybrid structures to demomstrate a flurry of magnetosresistive and magneto
thermal phenomena which are explained by the excitation or anihiliation sp spin waves in
YIG. [5–8]. At the same time, the exceptionally small Gilbert damping constant of only
α = 5 × 10−5 of YIG enables spin transport on the millimeter length scale [3, 9]. In most
cases the presence of magnon excitations in YIG can be probed on the nanoscale by the
inverse spin Hall effect [6, 10]. However, this technique is not sensitive to the properties
of the spin-wave that is converted into a signal, i.e., its wavelength and propagation direc-
tion. For uniform magnetization dynamics (with wave vectors close to zero) ferromagnetic
resonance is a reliable technique [11]. In the past decade this method has been transferred
to the micro- and nanoscale by the use of vector network analyzers [12, 13]. For spin-
waves with wavelengths down to 200 nm magnetization dynamics are routinely probed in a
spatially resolved manner using micro-focus Brillouin light scattering (µBLS) [14–17] and
scanning time-resolved magneto-optic Kerr microscopy (TR-MOKE)[18–20]. The long spin
relaxation times in YIG complicate experiments that access the intrinsic Gilbert damping
parameter. Extrinsic effects such as sample inhomogeneity, magnon-magnon scattering [21],
or instrumental effects related to the excitation of multiple spin-wave modes may dominate
the measured linewidth [22].
In this letter, we study the properties of spin-waves in thin YIG layers by time-resolved
imaging of coherently excited spin-waves. In order to reach the required sensitivity a novel
variant of the TR-MOKE method is implemented. Besides the direct measurement of the
spin-wave dispersion and avoided crossings of different spin-wave modes. We demonstrate
that a truly local measurement of intrinsic damping properties becomes possible. In addition,
by extracting group velocities and relaxation times of the excited spin-waves near an avoided
spin-wave mode crossing an alternative method provides an independent result for the local
Gilbert damping parameter.
In the experiments we use a frequency doubled femtosecond laser operating at 520 nm with
a repetition rate of frep = 80 MHz. For a 200 nm thick YIG layer on a gadolinium-gallium-
garnet (GGG) substrate one obtains a static MOKE rotation of only 1.5 mrad at saturation
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for a polar hard axis loop recorded in reflection. Because the inhomogeneous magnetization
distribution of spin-waves does not couple very effectively to the rf field generated by the
waveguide, a highly sensitive MOKE detection is needed for the experiments.
In order to further improve signal-to-noise ratio and the versatility of the TR-MOKE
technique described in Ref.[23] we introduce a new measurement scheme, which we term
super-Nyquist sampling MOKE (SNS-MOKE). Typically, in TR-MOKE rf excitation and
optical probing pulses are synchronized, sampling is stroboscopic such that frf = n·frep where
n is an integer, and the excitation is modulated (e.g., by microwave amplitude modulation)
in order to allow for lock-in amplification [24, 25]. However, in SNS-MOKE we can tune
the rf excitation to any frequency why may be expressed as frf = n · frep + , where  is a
rational number, and the laser frequency comb downconverts the signal to the intermediate
frequency . At non-zero  and with the rf excitation synchronized to the laser repetition
rate, this downconversion occurs coherently – the phase information of the magnetization
precession relative to the rf excitation is preserved by lock-in demodulation at . As shown
in Fig. 1a this process corresponds to undersampling or super-Nyquist sampling: spectrally
narrow magnetization oscillations at the rf excitation frequency in higher order Nyquist
zones (frf >> frep) can be reconstructed in an alias-free manner by exploiting the stability
and the spectral width of the laser frequency comb. Thus SNS-MOKE does not require
modulation of the excitation or a delay mechanism and at the same time overcomes the
restriction of a fixed frequency grid given by integer multiples of frep for the excitation
frequency. In addition, the SNS-MOKE approach simultaneously provides the real and
imaginary components of the susceptibility whereas in standard TR-MOKE, the in-phase
and out-of-phase parts need to be measured separately using a delay between the microwave
signal and the laser pulses [24].
Fig. 1b shows the experimental geometry we use for the experiments. A 100 nm thick
gold coplanar waveguide (CPW) is deposited on top of a 200 nm thick YIG layer. The
commercially purchased epitaxial YIG layer is grown by liquid phase epitaxy on a GGG(111)
substrate. Magneto-optic sampling of the magnetization dynamics using SNS-MOKE is
performed in the gap of the CPW. In the experiments a static in-plane magnetic field can
be applied in arbitrary directions with the aid of a rotatable electromagnet. Due to the
geometry of the experiment for a homogeneous sample only wave vectors perpendicular to
the waveguide (indicated by the vector k) can be excited. The nature of the spin-wave is
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determined by the frequency of the microwave driving field, the direction of the magnetic
field (and the magnetization) as well as the magnitude of the magnetic field. We distinguish
between the Damon-Eshbach (DE) and backward volume wave (BV) configurations [26]. For
the DE geometry M and k are in-plane and perpendicular, whereas for the BV configuration
wave vector and magnetization are in-plane and parallel to each other. The experiments
discussed below are performed at microwave powers of less than 4 dBm corresponding to rf
fields below 0.01 mT in the gap of the CPW (shown in Fig. 1b). It was verified that all
measurements shown in this manuscript are performed within the regime of linear response.
Fig. 2 shows the field-dependent susceptibility measured locally in the center of the gap of
the CPW for magnetic fields along and perpendicular to the CPW, corresponding to the DE
and BV configurations, respectively. For both configurations, a series of peaks appears for
fields lower (DE) and higher (BV) than the FMR condition for uniform precession. As we
have shown analytically such experiments result in the excitation of only one wave vector
for a given magnetic field and rf frequency [22]. The arrow in Fig. 2a indicates a regime
where no DE modes are excited. We attribute this effect to an avoided crossing of first
perpendicular standing spin-wave (PSSW) and the DE spin-wave mode [27]. The excited
wave vector is determined by the maximum of the product of the k-dependent rf magnetic
field and rf magnetic susceptibility h(k)χ(ω,k) [22]. We verify this behavior by spatial
mapping of the excited modes as shown in Fig. 3. The data shown in Fig. 3 are recorded in
DE and BV configurations, respectively. Here the external magnetic field is held fixed at
142 mT and rf frequency is varied from image to image. With this result the field dependent
spectra of Fig. 2 can directly be interpreted in terms of the excited wave vector by counting
the number of maxima and dividing it by the gap width w of the CPW: |k| = 2pin
w
. The
spin-wave wavelengths λ = |k|
2pi
determined from images such as in Fig. 3 can be used to map
out the dispersion of BV and DE modes by extracting the wave vectors as a function of
frequency for a fixed applied magnetic field as shown in Fig. 4. The advantage of the SNS-
MOKE technique (compared to TR-MOKE) is that is allows tuning of the rf frequency in
arbitrarily small steps. In doing so we obtain the spin-wave dispersion with high frequency
resolution (here we used a resolution of 2 MHz around the anti-crossing). The avoided
crossing of the first PSSW and the DE mode is clearly visible. The solid lines in Fig. 4 show
the calculated dispersion for DE, BV (red) and PSSW (black) modes.
Unfortunately, field swept spectra such as the ones shown in Fig. 2 are not suitable to de-
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termine the Gilbert damping locally. For the evaluation of these spectra it would be required
to take the k-dependent excitation field, the dispersion, and spin-wave propagation effects
properly into account. In order to avoid this complication and to obtain a better understand-
ing of the field-dependent spectra we record the SNS-MOKE signal in two-dimensional plots
as a function of in-plane magnetic field magnitude and angle, as shown in Fig. 5a. The aim
is to identify the spin-wave propagation direction where the dispersion is nearly flat. A flat
dispersion is expected for an intermediate angle of the spin-wave propagation direction be-
tween BV and DE configurations where the different dipolar contributions cancel each other
(cf. Fig. 4). The actual angle where the flat dispersion occurs is indicated by circles in Fig. 5
and depends on the rf frequency, as shown in Fig. 5b. The lack of dispersion results in the
simultaneous excitation of spin-waves with wave vectors ranging from 0 to 5µm−1 causing
destructive interference of all spin-wave modes except for the uniform mode (k = 0), as can
be seen in the inset of Fig. 5a. At 4 GHz, a flat dispersion is expected for an angle between
k and M of 54◦ as indicated in Fig. 4 with a dotted line. This angle agrees with the experi-
mental result as highlighted by white circles in Fig. 5b. In addition, because the dispersion is
flat, the excited spin-waves have a nearly vanishing group velocity given by vg = ∂ω/∂k. Un-
der such conditions the excited spin-waves can hardly propagate and one expects to obtain
only a uniform excitation in the gap of the waveguide resulting from the local out-of-plane
excitation. By measuring the susceptibility at these angles we extract simple Lorentzian
resonance line shapes that can be easily interpreted in terms of their linewidth. In Fig. 6
a typical spectrum (inset) as well as the frequency-dependent linewidth determined from a
series of such spectra is shown. The Gilbert damping determined from Fig. 6 corresponds
to a value of α = (8.7± 1.3)× 10−5 with a very small zero-frequency linewidth offset µ0∆H
of only 16, µT . By comparing this result to x-band FMR measurements which average over
the whole sample (3 mm×3 mm) the local measurements are less affected by the sample
inhomogeneity (see Fig. 6) and result in narrower lines. In these inductive measurements the
sample is placed at the end of a shorted rectangular waveguide. The corresponding zero-field
linewidth is increased by a factor of two compared to the local SNS-MOKE measurements.
We note that the localization of the linewidth measured by the SNS technique is determined
by the propagation length of the resonant spin-waves. This propagation length is given by
the product of spin-wave lifetime and group velocity [22]: λprop = τvg, where the lifetime
is related to the Gilbert damping parameter by τ = 2
α
1
γµ0(MS+H)
[28]. Obviously, in the
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case of a flat dispersion the probed signal has a truly local character and provides access
to intrinsic local properties such as internal fields and the Gilbert damping parameter. A
good verification of our assumption is the measurement of the propagation length and the
corresponding group velocity extracted from Fig. 4 in the vicinity of the avoided crossing
between the DE mode and the first PSSW. In this region the excited spin-wave modes are
localized close to the edges of the conductors of the CPW. Using different frequencies and a
nearly flat dispersion found in the vicinity of the avoided mode crossing (shown in Fig. 5) we
extract a Gilbert damping parameter of α = (4.8± 1.4)× 10−5. This low Gilbert damping
parameter emphasizes the local character of the damping measurement at flat dispersion
shown in Fig. 6. Note that the frequency splitting around the avoided crossing in the dis-
persion has a value of 30 MHz while the frequency linewidth ∆f = 1/τ of the excitation
is less than 1 MHz. The fact that the mode spitting is more than 30 times larger than the
linewidth of the individual PSSW and DE modes implies the presence of strong coupling
[29] and may allow cooperative phenomena such as Rabi oscillations to be observable.
In summary, we developed a magneto-optic sampling method in order to better access
and understand the spin-wave propagation properties in thin YIG films. By determining
flat points in spin-wave dispersion we determine the Gilbert damping parameter locally.
For future experiments our results will allow identification of spin pumping, spin Hall, and
spin-transfer torque effects locally in device structures even for ultrathin YIG layers.
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FIG. 1. a) Principle of operation for the SNS-MOKE setup. The frequency comb generated by the
femtosecond laser is given by multiples of the laser repetition rate frep. The excitation frequency
frf aliases back to the Nyquist frequency (red dotted lines). The lowest aliasing frequency 
corresponds to the difference in frequency  between frf and the nearest comb line of the frequency
comb. b) Geometry of the experiments. The spin-waves are excited by the inhomogeneous field
distribution generated by a coplanar waveguide structure. SNS-MOKE allows one to sample the
response locally by means of magneto-optic Kerr effect. The magnetic field can be applied in the
plane of the sample in any direction.
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FIG. 2. Local measurements of in-phase and out-of-phase components of the rf susceptibility a)
with magnetization along the x-direction (BV configuration) and b) with magnetization along the
y-direction (DE configuration). The microwave frequency was 6 GHz in both cases. The dotted
black line indicates the uniform FMR mode at 142 mT. The suppression of the DE modes at around
130 mT we link to an anticrossing of the DE mode and the first PSSW in spin-wave dispersion [30].
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FIG. 3. Images of the spin-wave excitation. All images are recorded in the gap of the CPW
structure using a fixed bias field magnitude of 142 mT applied along the x-direction for the BV
configuration and along the y-direction for the DE configuration. The scanning area for all images
is 40µm× 40µm.
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FIG. 4. Measurement of the spin-wave dispersion for a fixed external field of 79 mT. The data
points are extracted from a series of spin-wave maps such as shown in Fig. 3 and line scans with a
frequency step size of 2 MHz. The dispersion curves were computed with the recipe by Harte [31]
and Kalinikos [26, 32] using the following parameters: nominal thickness d = 200 nm, gyormagnetic
ratio γ = 28.09 GHz/T [33], saturation magnetization MS = 139 kA/m [33], and exchange constant
A = 3.1 pJ/m. The exchange constant was adjusted to match the experimental results and is
within the expected range for YIG. The red solid lines indicate the DE and BV dispersion. The
dotted red line shows a configuration of nearly flat dispersion with an angle of φ = 54◦. The black
solid line gives the dispersion for the first PSSW.
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FIG. 5. a) Angular dependence of the field swept local measurements of the rf susceptibility
measured aith an excitation frequency of 4.0 GHz. A clear minimum of the dispersion around
a magnetic field direction of φ = 55◦ is visible. The inset shows the spatial distribution of the
magnetic excitation recorded at the dispersion minimum. b) Detailed measurement of the spin-
wave dispersion minimum for frequencies between 3 and 6 GHz.
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FIG. 6. The linewidth data are determined in the configuration where the minimum in the dis-
persion is found as indicated by white circles in Fig. 5. The black line indicates the x-band FMR
measurement. The inset shows a field sweep at 4 GHz at the point of minimal dispersion (black)
and a measurement where the angle between k and M is changed by 7◦ (red). A slight broadening
is visible due to more effective excitation of nearby spin-wave modes. The blue line indicates the
damping for the calculated linewidths in the vicinity of the avoided crossing from Fig. 4.
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